Thermodynamic data from the literature properly predict lanthanide-actinide separation factors in the TALSPEAK process, but fail to predict the observed steep acid dependence that is seen when the pH is raised above 3. In this work, features of lanthanide coordination chemistry and solute partitioning in TALSPEAK are examined to improve understanding of the fundamental chemistry that controls this process and to explain this anomaly. To accomplish this, a variety of spectroscopic techniques have been applied to the task. In addition, since the issue with TALSPEAK appears to lie in part in the definition of thermodynamic equilibria, complementary studies have been conducted elucidating fresh estimates of selected thermodynamic parameters of relevance to this system. To extend the utility of this investigation, some of these studies have examined the properties of substitute reagents within the general framework of TALSPEAK and TALSPEAK-like systems. In this report, observations from NMR, ESI-MS, and optical spectroscopic studies of lanthanide complexes are combined with thermodynamic modeling to provide fresh insights into lanthanide-actinide separations systems based on aqueous complexing agents.
Introduction
To attack the most challenging obstacle inhibiting the development of advanced nuclear fuel cycles seeking to transmute minor actinides, studies of the fundamental chemistry of Am, Cm and the fission product rare earths (La-Ho plus Y) and their interactions with extractant and aqueous complexant molecules have proven very useful [1] . The extensive studies addressing the coordination chemistry of lanthanide complexes with the bis-trazinyl pyridine/bipyridine (and related compounds) have during the past decade markedly advanced both understanding of the system and the viability of this approach to Minor Actinide/Ln separation [2] The strong orientation toward understanding the fundamental features of the chemistry have provided a solid foundation for process development.
In the U.S. Fuel Cycle Research and Development (FCR&D) program, the TALSPEAK process [3] , based on the application of actinide selective aminopolycarboxylate complexing agents and cation exchanging extractants, has emerged as the most mature approach to accomplishing this separation. The complexity of separation schemes based on multiple unit operations has led the program toward the concept of collapsing multiple separation steps into a smaller number of processes. This philosophy has led to the development of a TRUSPEAK process that seeks to combine the functions of TRUEX and TALSPEAK separations into a single process [4] . Not unexpectedly, the combination of processes is accompanied by more complex interactions between system reagents. Taking a step backward from the degree of complexity arising from combined processes, our earlier investigations have established that the single-purpose TALSPEAK process is characterized by a significantly greater degree of complexity than more straightforward processes like PUREX. To increase the utility of TALSPEAK (and TALSPEAK-like) separations, we have undertaken a program that attempts to provide improved molecular-scale characterization of lanthanide/actinide chemistry of the TALSPEAK process. In the following, selected details of the fundamental chemistry of the TALSPEAK process will be discussed.
Experimental.
The details of the experimental procedures employed in this investigation have been described in previous publications [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Given the space limitations in this report, they will not be reproduced here. The reader is referred to the original reports for specific information. In general terms, experiments were always run in triplicate and detailed uncertainty analysis always reported. Radiotracer methods have been employed extensively where appropriate, but conventional analytical methods have been useful in providing direct observations of interactions between ions and molecules. Where appropriate, analysis of these results has been characterized using thermodynamic data and equilibrium modeling.
Results and Discussion.
Our initial immersion into this chemistry was inspired by an early attempt at modeling (using thermodynamic data from the existing literature) of TALSPEAK chemistry [10] . It was noted in this exercise that an internally consistent set of thermodynamic data predicted reasonably well the mutual separation of lanthanides from actinides, but did not predict the steep pH dependence of lanthanide and actinide extraction that is seen as the pH increases above the 3.0. The thermodynamic modeling instead predicts flat or slowly rising distribution ratios as pH increases. Much of the basic work on TALSPEAK has been dedicated to process development and optimization rather than characterizing the fundamental interactions that drive (or limit) the process. The mismatch between thermodynamic prediction and experimental observation was seen as an indication of a defect in understanding of the operation of TALSPEAK. After establishing the characteristics of the phase transfer kinetics (slow at low total lactate concentrations), this investigation proceeded with a focus on characterizing molecular scale interactions between solute and solvent molecules in this complex system. Some of the most important insights were gained by applying conventional analytical methods (NMR spectrometry, electrospray ionization mass spectrometry, optical spectroscopy) to TALSPEAK extractant solutions containing macroscopic concentrations of the buffer (lactic acid), lanthanide metal ions, and the extractant. Radioanalytical chemistry methods were employed where needed to fortify understanding. The results of selected observations are described in the following.
Thermodynamic data for improved modeling
The data used in the initial thermodynamic modeling exercise were obtained from the existing literature, lanthanide and Am extraction equilibrium constants from Stary [11] , aqueous complexation and protonation data from the NIST Stability Constant Database [12] . The extraction equilibrium constants from the literature described the equilibrium: Ln 3+ + 3(HDEHP) 2 org Ln(H(DEHP) 2 ) 3 org + 3H + . The modeling exercise assumed that this was the predominant lanthanide extraction reaction in lactate media, though a report from the literature suggests that a mixed species containing lactate might be important under TALSPEAK conditions [13] . Calculated speciation of the aqueous phase was done assuming [Lactate] tot = 1.0 M, [DTPA] = 0.05 M, each representative of TALSPEAK conditions. The most consistent set of aqueous stability constant information from the database was available for 0.1 M ionic strength; our experimental work was conducted at 2.0 M ionic strength, more consistent with the high ionic strength conditions of TALSPEAK. A fresh determination has been made of lanthanide DTPA stability constants and ligand protonation constants at I=2.0 M, T=25.0°C. Application of the revised values in the speciation modeling did not eliminate the discrepancy between calculations and experiment regarding pH dependence of cation extraction. Calorimetry experiments are underway to determine corresponding enthalpy and entropy values at 2.0 M ionic strength.
Lactate partitioning into HDEHP
In the development of TALSPEAK, a variety of carboxylic acid buffers were evaluated as possible agents for pH control in the TALSPEAK separation system. The baseline process settled on 0.5 to 1.5 M lactate (HO 2 CCH(OH)CH 3 ) buffer as the preferred aqueous medium. The pK a of lactate (3.6 at I = 1.0, 25°C) is appropriate to the needs of both the extractant system and DTPA. The high concentration offers several apparent process advantages (besides pH control), conferring a measure of radiation protection for the DTPA complexant and supporting a significant increase in phase transfer kinetics [10] . It was known from earlier investigations that lactic acid has some tendency to partition into the extractant phase, though the prior literature primarily ascribed this partitioning to the shift of the lanthanide extraction reaction towards the extraction of a mixed lanthanide complex (e.g., Ln(Lac)(H(DEHP) 2 ) 2 ). As noted above, this species was identified as a possible explanation for the reduced lanthanide extraction strength at elevated pH [13] . This species was identified based on the application conventional radiotracer slope analysis techniques rather than a more direct assessment of association between the lanthanide and lactate.
In an earlier report [6] , we have reported results of radiotracer distribution experiments that confirm that the extraction of lactate, presumably principally as lactic acid (HL), into 0. . It is also known from the prior literature that HDEHP extracts Na + as the complex Na(DEHP)(HDEHP) 3 [14] . In TALSPEAK systems, extraction of Na + does not correlate with [HL] tot , supporting in general the independence of their partitioning. Water partitioning into the organic phase is higher than that of HL throughout the range of conditions, and apparently governed by multiple interactions not all of which involve lactic acid. In the range of 
Ligand exchange dynamics
It has been known since the initial development of the TALSPEAK process that the kinetics of the phase transfer reaction is highly dependent on the aqueous lactate concentration. Kolarik and Kuhn [15] concluded that the rate of the forward phase transfer reaction was governed by the rate of dissociation of the lanthanide-DTPA complex in the interface. The rate of extraction of lanthanide cations from mineral acid solutions into HDEHP is known to be relatively rapid. Studies of lanthanide -DTPA complexation kinetics in acetate buffer media also have been reported to be rapid. We are studying the mechanistic details of lanthanide complexation kinetics in concentrated lactate buffer media using stopped-low spectrophotometry. In general, it is seen that these reactions are rapid (lifetimes typically less than a few seconds) and that lactate is implicated more prominently in the complex dissociation than complex formation reactions in the aqueous phase. None of the homogeneous aqueous phase reactions are slow enough to account for the observed rate of the phase transfer reaction, hence kineticallyhindered interface crossing is a reasonable explanation for process observations.
The metal complex species in the organic phase has been assumed in the thermodynamic predictions of speciation to be Ln(H(DEHP) 2 ) 3 (as defined above, shown right). In the low-dielectric constant organic solution (and considering the comparative molecular bulk of the HDEHP ligand) it was expected that the rate of ligand exchange might be slow. A check of the existing literature provided no useful information on the rate of ligand exchange, though the phase transfer kinetics have been investigated. Using 31 P NMR spectroscopy, the rate of exchange of HDEHP on the Ln(H(DEHP) 2 ) 3 complexes of the diamagnetic lanthanides (La 3+ and Lu 3+ ) and Sm 3+ were measured using the line broadening technique [7] . It was found that the first order rate constant for ligand exchange for La(H(DEHP) 2 ) 3 was 1.3 x 10 5 s -1 and for Sm(H(DEHP) 2 ) 3 was 1.8 x 10 3 s -1 . On the NMR time scale and in the accessible temperature range, the Lu(H(DEHP) 2 ) 3 spectrum showed two peaks corresponding to bound and free HDEHP, indicating a substitution inert complex (on the NMR time scale). At higher concentrations of total lanthanide ion completely different shifts and multiple distinct phosphorus environments were observed indicating a significant shift from the pseudo octahedral stereochemistry of the conventional Ln(H(DEHP) 2 ) 3 
Lanthanide extracted complex stoichiometry
The pronounced shift in the 31 P resonance that was seen in the NMR experiments on samples prepared at high metal concentration from solutions containing moderate lactate concentrations prompted additional studies of these species using electrospray-ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) [7] and fluorescence spectroscopy [9] . The NMR results clearly indicated a substantial shift in the arrangement, dynamics and stoichiometry of the extracted complex in the extreme limits of metal ion and lactate concentration. ESI-MS experiments indicated a (positive mode) parent peak corresponding to the complex La 2 (DEHP) 5 (HDEHP)(HL) + . Increasing the ionization potential (cone voltage) indicated successive liberation of the lactate groups and ethyl(hexyl) groups as the cone voltage was increased, leaving as the core species La 2 (PO 4 ) 4 H 7 + . Considering the slow exchange dynamics of this species, we have postulated a bridged complex (as shown right) as the dominant species under these conditions. 3+ metal center showed a decrease in the 608 nm emission intensity as a 614 nm emission increased. At the highest concentration of extracted metal, the intensity of the 614 nm emission exceeded the maximum intensity of the 608 nm emission it replaced by nearly a factor of two, indicating a reduction in site symmetry. The fluorescence results are consistent with the ESI-MS indication of a mixed complex of reduced site symmetry.
Alternate reagents -unconventional TALSPEAK
With these several observations suggesting several possible origins for the complexity of conventional TALSPEAK separations, we elected to examine a different combination of cation exchanging extractants and aminopolycarboxylate complexants [8] . By exchanging phosphate ((RO) 2 PO 2 H) extractant groups for phosphonate (RO(R)PO 2 H) or phosphinate (R 2 PO 2 H) groups, the cation exchanger becomes more basic, thus a weaker extractant at fixed pH. It is conceivable that matching a weaker extractant against a weaker aminopolycarboxylate holdback reagent a separation system with TALSPEAK-like performance characteristics might be developed. The initial system chosen for study was a combination of 2-ethylhexyl phosphonic acid mono-2-ethylhexyl ester (HEH[EHP]) with DTPA. In initial tests this system gave Am/Nd separation factors similar to conventional TALSPEAK, but distribution ratios too low for use. Partitioning of both lactic acid and water into the organic phase was dramatically reduced in the HEH[EHP] in n-dodecane relative to HDEHP in the same diluent. This change also resulted in a shift towards more rapid phase transfer kinetics. A change of the pentadentate HEDTA for octadentate DTPA produced a slightly different pattern of partitioning of lanthanides from Am 3+ , but improved distribution ratios and allowed a separation of mixed lanthanides from Am 3+ . The reduced denticity of HEDTA also creates an opportunity to apply secondary aqueous complexing agents to enhance the group separation efficiency with the formation of ternary soft donor aqueous americium complexes.
Conclusions
These studies involving the application of a variety of different characterization techniques have provided several fresh insights into the molecular scale interactions that control TALSPEAK separation of fission product lanthanides from actinides. Clearly, the partitioning of lactic acid into HDEHP extractant solutions is significant and complex. The parallel import of water into the extractant phase suggests the possibility of a water-in-oil microemulsion extractant phase being formed under conventional TALSPEAK conditions. At low metal loading in the extractant phase of conventional TALSPEAK, the predominant extracted complex appears to be the standard Ln(H(DEHP) 2 ) 3 complex. Lactate extraction into the HDEHP phase is under these conditions not correlated with lanthanide extraction. Extractant exchange kinetics is comparatively rapid for La(H(DEHP) 2 ) 3 but decreases across the series; lanthanide aqueous complexation kinetics is impacted by lactate, but neither bulk aqueous phase reactions nor extractant exchange rates appear likely to account for the observed slowness of phase transfer kinetics. As the system proceeds toward saturation of the extractant phase with higher metal concentrations, both mixed (multi ligand) complexes and polynuclear complexes are probable. In these polynuclear complexes, ligand exchange dynamics slow markedly. The shift towards less acidic extractant molecules balanced against somewhat weaker aqueous complexing agents offers the promise of much simpler TALSPEAK-like separations. Ultimately the improved characterization of metal-ligand-solvent interactions in these systems could lead to more efficient options for collapsing multiple unit separations operations into a simpler suite of methods.
